POLICE DEMONSTRATION

 
“Good morning ladies and gentlemen my name is Officer Davis Goldman; today we will be demonstrating the latest in restraint technology. A new evolution in suspect control and containment, this is the future.” Officer Davis held up a sort of light grey bundle of fabric and straps, tightly wound and deceptively heavy shaped like a baton round, about a foot and a half long and five inches thick. “This is our replacement to the messy and often controversial glue guns that are known to be indiscriminate and have caused a few tragic cases of asphyxiation. This is a much more specific restraint delivered by a collapsible pneumatic bazooka and vehicle mounted weapon systems. It is used like a standard baton round which is comparable to our standard issue non lethal crowd suppression weapons. It is activated by a calibrated impact and will only adhere to one target; the restraint system will become active after an impact equivalent to one of our goober glue rounds hitting a target. Gone are the days when an entire crowd, as well as the suspect had to be brought down to the station just so we could release them with industrial solvent.” 

Davis took a breath holding the object up “The round is made up of about 10 pounds of highly engineered and designed fabric with its own in built CPU, adaptive programming, power source and multi vector motors allowing the restraint to adapt to any suspect. Today our volunteers for this demonstration are Officers Keily Smith, Mandy Chow and Janet Sweet. We will see three different varieties of this restraint which is produced by ACME in association with INTERPOL, its codename is WRAPER. 

The three varieties of WRAPER manufactured are WRAPER - SI or standard issue Wrapping, WRAPER - RA for those resisting arrest, for targets running away or threatening an Officer and WRAPER - WM for those who just don't get the message. This deals with suspects that pose a significant threat its codenamed is without mercy!!!! ACME is a technology company that deals in many technologies as if you don't know; they were approached to develop this device, after the last regrettable incident which saw us needing over twenty gallons of industrial solvent for a force alarm . After some teething trouble we are at the production stage.” 

Officer Davis spoke into the microphone, “now on with our first demonstration.” Officer Keily Smith stepped out in front of the crowd from a side door. She was a five foot six red head, with shoulder length hair, dark brown eyes and pouting lips. She was a stunner a neat tight waist, flat stomach, long legs and arms, a good sized chest and a 
tight little derriere. She was dressed casually with three inch red heals, tights, a denim skirt and a white t shirt. Officer Davis waved to Officer Keily she waved back. He addressed the crowd “ladies and gents lets give a big hand to Officer Keily, she will be demonstrating the SI Wrapper round our tamest form of the human capture technology.” Davis paused, “or more accurately I will be demonstrating it on her.” Office Davis lifted out a tube with a handle and a box mounted to the side the tube the device telescoped to form a four foot bazooka it had a 5 inch diameter bore. Davis loaded a SI wrapper round into the single shot weapon and aimed it at Officer Keily. He continued his lecture while holding the loaded weapon, “these restraints are a bit more complex than others that you might have heard about. They are programmed to deal with different parts of the body in different ways. When they make contact with the skin they can identify the area of the body they are in contact with and will initiate a particular program based on what we want them to do.” Officer Davis shouldered the bazooka and took aim at Officer Keily; he squeezed the trigger with a loud pop and whooshing sound a grey blur shot out from the Bazooka. It struck Officer Keily in the shoulder and immediately began to unwrap straps shot out all over the Officer's body. A layer of gray fabric went up to her neck and down to her stomach, spreading over her clothes. The fabric moved quickly, it moved down to Officer Keily's crotch and up to her face. 

Meanwhile Officer Davis continued talking, “the restraint is designed and programmed to automatically deal with suspects a fire and forget weapon , later versions will also read them there rights, test them for drugs or apply sedatives, this version removes the need to strip search them or frisk them for weapons. The wrapper is programmed to move under any clothing around any other fabric and if it comes to anything impermeable or sealed it will spread till it finds a gap like a seam and then it will work on that and making contact with the skin.” Officer Keily began to look worried, as her clothes began to peel off her the restraint moved under her t shirt and enveloped her. Her bra quickly followed next her skirt fell away and her tights were torn away by the advancing fabric in small inch squares, this continued till she was completely covered in the fabric and straps. Davis continued the talk; “in this stage of process the suspect finds it is impossible to conceal any thing.” Davis read of a list, “drugs weapons any foreign body except piercing are expelled from the body by the restraint, well except shoes if specified.” Officer Keily looked more worried as her eyes were enveloped, they disappearing under a layer of fabric. 

She made a muffled cry from under the material, but the wrapper became aggressive tightening over her lips and pulling them closed sealing her mouth shut. Blind and mute she tried to orientate her self, it had been a few seconds since the wrapper activated and now she looked like she was wearing a tight grey suit with no openings for head or hands. Officer Davis continued talking not that anyone was looking at him; “the suspect is rendered blind and mute to help disorient them before the restraint begins the next step of the procedure.” Officer Keily was trying to hold her hands at the sides of her body, but straps sprouted from the ends of the sleeves and wrapped behind her, they shortened and slowly the officers arms creep into a hug, numerous straps wrapped around her arms. The straps pulled till the officers arms were firmly in place, crossed over below her breasts. 

The restraint had tightened considerably around the woman clinging to the contours of her legs her narrow waist the shape and features of her head, not a wisp of hair could be see. Office Davis continued his commentary; “the jacket has identified her arms and is running the correct program to place them in a relatively comfortable position out of harms way.” Next the restraint really began to tighten, firstly the hood tightened showing every contour of the officers face and also revealing the fact that she had a very large gag ball of fabric in between her jaws muting all protest. The tightening continued around her neck shoulders over her breasts displaying them in all there bound glory her arms were pulled tighter around her waist. The material tightened over her stomach her hips the fabric tightened along her glorious legs the fabric was now skin tight. she was still wearing heals though and had the use of her legs. 

Davis continued his commentary, “at this stage everything else is neatly packaged, as the jackets first priority is restraint only after this is achieved, then it neatens up.” Davis looked at Keily then resumed, “next the reinforcing straps will lock down forming into a strong anchor point to prevent the suspect from exerting enough force to rip the fabric.” The waving straps began to coil and lock, a strap wrapped around Keily’s lower face and jaw several times forcing the ball of cloth deeper then locked down hard. A strap wrapped itself around the officers arms where they crossed just below her breasts two straps secured themselves below and above her breasts. Straps wrapped around her waist and looped down to form a tight crotch strap. Straps extended below her heels round her shoes and tightened making it impossible to remove them. The jacket was as tight as a second layer of skin. Officer Keily looked a little distressed for a few seconds, as everything seemed to get a fraction tighter, she mmmmmphed a bit as her arms seemed to pull tighter pulled into her sides. 

Officer Davis continued “ok its finished let's give everyone a look, give Keily a twirl.” Another Officer led Officer Keily round in a circle on the spot several times so the crowd could see how helpless she was. The jacket was as tight as a drum showing every curve of the officer her ass looked fantastic as the fabric conformed to her every curve the straps dug in between her ass cheeks around her waist highlighting her figure the encased woman was so helpless and easily controlled by the other officer. “Please give a big hand for Officer Keily;” there was clapping, Davis continued, “this type of wrap jacket can be removed with normal fabric shears all the special technology burns itself out arriving at this configuration, we may be able to get a demonstration in if we have time.” The completely pacified Officer Keily was lead away helpless by another police Officer back through the door she had entered from. 


Officer Janet Sweet walked out onto the display area, she was a voluptuous blond about five foot ten blue eyes and very shapely she wore black 4 and a half inch strap on sandals a knee length skirt and a loose fitting blouse. Officer Sweet winked at the crowd as she walked on. Davis continued. “Ladies and gents please put your hands together for our next volunteer.” Davis spoke into the microphone, “this is WRAP RA for people who just want to make it difficult and try to resist arrest.” Officer Davis showing the round to everyone, holding up an exact duplicate of the previous round but with RA stencilled on the side, before loading it into the pneumatic gun. “This restraint is a bit faster than the last,” Officer Davis warned. “Possible uses are to incapacitate a fleeing suspect;” Davis signalled sweet who turned to run. The projectile hit Officer Sweet on the hip, instantly a gray wave of fabric and strapping it spread over her body, her clothing pealed away  in seconds as the aggressive material moved under it . The material flowed up to Janet's mouth and into it; filling it till her cheeks bulged then her lips were sealed and compressed, leaving her only able to produce a sort of feeble mmm sound. 

Her already neat waist was compressed in a form of corset, straps winding one over another, it formed more straps and heavier layers needed to create the pressure to alter her figure the jacket pulled itself tight reducing her waist buy about 5 inches, causing louder squeals of protest. Strap cords wrapped about Janet's arms and began to pull them behind her. Davis was standing next to Janet now; he swung Janet round so that every one could see what was happening to her arms. Janet's arms were covered with straps at the end of each sleeve straps pulling her arms round behind her. The tips of the sleeves passed each other, but the process didn't stop till it had drawn her into a reverse hug elbows crossing in the small of her back. The officer was trapped inside a viscously tight binding with her arms clamped to her back the straps meeting round the front around her waist, which caused even louder squeals of protest. As well as showing the working of the restraint it gave everyone a wonderful view of Janet's firm round quivering derrière the fabric covering was already skin tight. The fabric began to tighten even further enhancing and showing every curve of its pretty prisoner as it tightened down; all over every square inch of its victim Janet felt the compression. Janet's eyes and mouth were gone she saw nothing and couldn’t make a sound under the layers, her arms almost vanishing behind her back. 

Then the strapping began its lock down even more aggressively, Janet was turned round to face the audience. The gag in her mouth was clearly much larger than the one on Keily the straps wrapped even tighter then reinforced the gag passing under her chin  straps formed a strong collar. The straps then wrapped themselves round her torso above and below her breasts then in-between them and round them Janet’s breasts thrust forward bulging obscenely from the tight wrapping, straps formed a tighter corset then a strong crotch strap. Straps formed giving Janet limited leg room as tight bands around her thighs above and below her knees and around her ankles they were so tight the flesh bulging either side of the straps leaving her legs with only a maximum of a six inch hobble. Her feet had been secured onto the sandals with straps running under the arch of the foot. Her ears were filled and her waist was notched down another 2 inches, Janet could not move her torso and could barely move her legs. 

Officer Davis continued speaking, “the RA jacket restraint is different from the SI model, in that the jacket mechanisms remain dormant they are still on the prisoners skin and are more difficult to remove by cutting the jacket; a coded close range electronic key like this one is needed to manipulate the jacket or release the suspect.” Officer Davis held up a little box like a car alarm remote. “This can disable sets of mechanisms running particular programs, such as for eyes or for the mouth, it can also reactivate them and a few other features, this allows the wrap RA to be used as a long term restraint device.” Davis paused for a moment remembering his words; “if the jacket runs out of power it then reverts to a SI mode which can be removed by the usual means. They can typically last for 6 months though depending on use. If we have time I will give you a demonstration of more features,” Officer Davis signalled and another Officer lead the Compliant Janet away. 

Davis continued, “next volunteer please.” A short Oriental woman about five foot one with a neat little bob of black hair walked onto the stage, she had exotic almond eyes  she wore flat sensible shoes socks shorts and a tight little top. She had a very bouncy chest very well endowed, a neat waist and a very round peachy derrière with firm thighs and shapely legs. Davis spoke, “hands together people for Officer Mandy Chow, how we managed to get her to do this I don't know, she even read the manual, but hear goes this will be fast” Davis warned the crowd. Officer Davis loaded the WM Wrap round into the bazooka and signalled for Officer Chow to begin, she picked up a prop rubber knife and made as if she was attacking Officer Davis. Davis brought the gun up and fired. 

The wrap round hit her in the stomach and flipped her round the force of the impact spinning her, the wrap jacket practically flowed over Officer chow rapidly enveloping her. Mandy was turned round by the force of the impact in such a way, the audience got to watched her top shredded in the split second she was turning, as the gray material spread far enough to remove her top and bra a hint of round naked flesh. Officer Chow ended up with her back to the audience spun from the impact. 

The audience could see her arms as they were viscously pulled behind her by straps. her hands were tightly balled covered in fabric clamed down tight rendering her fingers useless, straps wrapped thickly around her wrists to form anchor points, her arms came behind her but were not pulled round her body , instead her wrists were brought higher and higher till they reached her neck. Straps wrapped round her elbows, her elbows were viscously pulled together until they met in a tight reverse prayer position more straps worked over them, her arms almost seemed to disappearing under a web of straps with the compression applied to them. Officer Chow's shorts and thong panties began to fall away showing a firm little ass as the jacket extended. then Officer Chow staggered round so that her front could be seen she was gagged very very tightly sadistically so, unable to even utter a single sound. Her mouth had been filled by an expanding sack of material, her tongue compressed and sealed to the floor of her mouth while her lips were pulled closed and more pressure applied by lots of straps. 

Her waist was horribly compressed in a fabric and strap corset that squeezed about six inches or 7 inches from her waist and extended in a tube about 4 inches high. The prisoners breasts were first bound round there bases with a contracting strap, then two straps formed and x on top of the fabric anchored to the strap round the base and contracted fabric covered flesh bulging at each side as the straps mashed into her chest tightly and uncomfortably. Her almond eyes were still open very expressively showing distress while this was going on, the fabric advanced to cover her eyes and head. Officer Chow fell backwards onto a mat behind her, as her legs went wide flailing in desperation the audience saw her punishing tightly sealed crotch strap, the jacket had formed a thin strap vertically then tightened it till it could not get any smaller, making 
officer Chow feel like she was being cut in too, behind that cord everything was sealed and compressed . The reason for Office Chow's fall became apparent as she kicked her legs around, her shoes came off and her socks a second after that. 

Chow's feet had been forced into on point arches all her toes stuck together covered in fabric and a strict wrap of strapping, as if she was wearing a pair of ballet heeled boots. The restraint didn't stop there, with little straps anchored onto her legs it seemed that each one must be anchored round one of her toes weaved through the external strapping pulling the foot bindings even tighter, Officer Chow's feet were drawn in till they formed a tight lotus position, right ankle on top of left thigh left ankle on top of right thigh. This was not quite it though, the straps brought her legs into a tighter lotus position, getting every inch of stretch out of Chow, then straps from her shoulders locked onto her knees and shortened folding her legs up to her chest her knees touching her shoulders, this folded her into a little highly compressed and utterly helpless ball. 

Chows eyes were sealed everything was sealed she was on her back with her perfect strapped rear facing the audience as the jacket became still and carried out its final tightening with more straps wrapping around everything. Additional straps wrapped over her eyes pushing two fabric pads securely into the sockets, fabric was pushed into her ears acting  as ear plugs thicker straps acting like a muzzle reinforced the gag. A weave of straps produced a high rigid posture collar that craning her neck back the officers arms disappeared under reinforcing straps as they were pulled together till the officer could no longer feel her arms her shoulders pulled back, arching her back pushing her breasts even deeper into the harness which was further tightened, the corset was extended and the foot bindings were reinforced. Davis continued, “well ladies and gentlemen its called without mercy for a reason. This WM wrap restraint is similar to the RA version but can be employed for up to 12 months before it reverts to a SI type of restraint , of course over that time it will continue to tighten if it detects any slack, The arms will be forced further up the back the legs into a tighter fold you get the picture.” 

Davis took a sip of water and continued, “The WM jacket model differs in that it is more secure, it can only be operated by remote. However the remote has many functions it can be used to add fittings for the biological needs, or administer institutional correction many forms of harsh punitive discipline for the long term detainee and to release the prisoner. To release some one you need a 13 digit access code or there stuck for 12 months till the jacket run out of power then you can use a normal cutting tool.” Davis took another sip of water. “And while I'm at it Davis continued, the lining on the RA and WM will stimulate nerves and muscles so that limbs do not atrophy while prisoners are in long term restraint.” Officer Davis looked at his watch, “it appears we still have some time; I would like to show you some of the options for long term restraint.” 

At a signal from Officer Davis two nurses wheeled a tray with two tubes on it and a padded table with machinery underneath it. The two nurses adjusted the table so a part of it was reclining. They carefully picked up Officer Chow and carried her to the table, placing her so she was facing the audience. All the audience could see was a rough shape hidden under all the gag stuffing and tight straps . Davis spoke up; “first we see a feeding tube introduced.” He pressed a button on a little remote and the straps around Chow's mouth moved, a circular o was made, as Chow's mouth was extended to its maximum limit, the straps held her tongue at the bottom of her mouth preventing her from speaking. one of the nurses picked up a black solid rubber like tube, it was two and a bit inches wide and three inches long, one end was flanged to fit the contours of a face overlapping the lips by about half an inch the other end was slightly tapered. It took both nurses pushing to get the device in place, but it was soon , stretching chow's jaws even wider then before. 

The jacket hood took over and pulled the device in further bonding within it and making its connection seamless. With another click from Davis's remote the straps and fabric sealed over the tube. Davis repeatedly clicked the control the tube opened and closed opened and closed. Davis continued, next we see liquid wastes being dealt with. Chow was flipped over as the reclining section was lowered, so that her posterior faced the audience. Next a much smaller tube was fed into an opening in Chow's vagina, which appeared after another click from the remote. The clear plastic tube was self guided by the jacket this caused chow to shudder a little when it was finished the jacket closed over its self. Davis continued “now for solid waste” Davis described the device while a nurse showed the audience. “A heavy ten inch long flexible tapered plug, from three inches at the base to one and a half inches with a hollow centre,” there was a flange at the widest end and apparent ridges every inch. Davis pushed a button on his remote the ridges expanded to three and a half inches at the base to two inches at the tip. 

“This provides a tight seal and keeps everything from getting infected, it has a few discipline features as well,” Davis informed the audience. With a second click they deflated. Officer Chow was face down and helpless, with a click from the control the jacket made an opening between her cheeks, with a bit of grease and a lot of pushing , the first inch of the plug disappeared. Chow began to shudder and twitch, one of the nurses held her. Another two inches disappeared. The nurse braced herself and another two inches disappeared another two and another two and one more push and the device was in. Chow stopped squirming for a moment then the plug began to expand. Both nurses held chow steady while she squirmed as much as she was able. Davis turned to the audience, “so hear we go.” 

The two nurses moved her along the table, they fitted a padded collar round Chow's neck it was built into the table, then they then took out three heavy rubber straps they pulled them over chows balled form mashing her into the padded table then locked the straps in place, they hooked up a black rubber pipe to the anal plug and set a machine beneath the table going. Very large quantities of hot soapy water were suddenly trying to occupy a very tight space. If she could have Chow would have squirmed. Davis continued, “after twelve hour long enema cycles, she should be nice and clean, each cycle will be a little larger on volume and force her to hold it for longer, she even volunteered for this Chow didn’t know she signed up for a months testing.” The audience laughed as Chow was wheeled away to begin her test period in the Sunny view asylum hospital. 

Davis checked his watch “well ladies and gentlemen we seem to have time for one more demonstration.” A nurse walked out in front of the audience. “Presenting the new portable padded cell solution” the nurse announced. Keily was lead onto the stage, still restrained as before still wearing her three inch heals. Officer Davis spoke “I promised Keily a long trip” . Davis smiled “now, let me introduce you to her ride the portable padded cell; currently being field tested by sunny view asylum.” A white metal box on wheels, four foot by two foot by two foot wheeled its way into view. The box sprang open the front panel lowering the sides descending and the top raising. To reveal the inside was heavily padded. Keily was pushed closer. Keily was forced to kneel down as the machine activated. 

Straps activated round her waist and neck the woman was quickly compressed into a helpless ball, box was closing . Davis waved good by to Keily. The nurse walked out through the door, with a whistle the portable prison followed her like an obedient dog. Davis made a signal, Officer Janet was lead back on stage Officer Davis clicked his remote releasing her eyes. “Janet dear I said you could have a month off if you volunteered for this trial. Well the trial is a month in fact I volunteered you to do a bit more research at the sunny view asylum. Looks like the you  are going to spend some time with that jacket, I guess your going to do some though product testing” . Davis turned to the audience, “good night everyone that ends our demonstration I hope you enjoyed it.” Davis reactivated the fabric around Janet's eyes then put a padded collar round her neck and handed her to a nurse who led her off stage on a leash. 



Demonstration part 2 - evaluation

Officer Mandy Chow was a police officer, a beautiful woman, an excellent conversationalist and a decorated officer. However at the moment none of that mattered. She was a helpless ball of quivering feminist lying on a padded floor. After recently volunteering to demonstrate an advanced sort of restraint system. A system designed to manage the most disruptive of patients and violent of suspects. She could not move an inch, as she was in an excruciatingly tight ball tie. Her arms put in a merciless reverse prayer position, her legs in a tight lotus position then pushed up to her shoulders. Mandy’s mouth was filled to bursting with a gag, her neck was clamped in a rigid posture collar. The other pressures of her confinement didn’t matter very much. Mandy’s full attention was on her poor abdomen, stretched by a highly punitive enema. She was sealed by a plug that couldn’t be removed except by one small remote control. 

The door to the padded room opened, with a loud creek of the heavy hinges. The eerie noise alerted Mandy shaking her awake from her nightmare . A nurse walked in she was petite, curvy and blond. The nurse was wearing a very tight knee length white skirt. She also had 5-1/2 inch white strap on stilettos and stockings with suspenders. The nurse had a very tight top, scandalously unbuttoned, which showed off too much cleavage and the edge of her red bra. On her hands were a pair of elbow length white rubber gloves. A tight wide brown belt emphasize the nurses curves, and a little nurse's cap finished the outfit. She had a name badge proclaiming her as Senior Nurse Michelle. In one hand she had a clip board in the other she had a small and ominous remote control.

Michelle bent down and examined her patient. Mandy felt the first human contact in a few hours. A woman’s hand touched her shoulder then traced its way over to her neck and over her chin. Someone appeared to be examining her gag. The person now had both hands touching Mandy’s face. The Nurse traced out her features under the restraint with her finger tips brushing them over the restraint. The Nurse checked her breathing then the hands began to roam further. Mandy felt her imprisoned breasts squeezed, her legs were examined her ass was groped. The nurse rolled her over and examined her arms then rolled her back. The nurses hands reached over her stomach and began to slowly massage her. The effect of the massage would normally have felt very good but with her so full of soapy water Mandy found it uncomfortable. Michelle got up she put the remote to her lips and pressed a button “I know you can hear me my name is senior nurse Michelle. I am going to run you through every configuration of this restraint and push it and you to every limit imaginable . There is nothing you can do to stop me, please feel free to try and resist it will just make it far more fun”.

Michelle checked the remote then pressed a button. The jacket began to move it was giving Mandy a massage just like the nurse had been doing. “This jacket can automatically give a massage. Its designed to reduce stress in a patient but if a patient is still full up it can be put to something more useful”. Michelle pushed the same button on the remote again. The massage from the jacked increased in intensity Mandy felt it getting more uncomfortable she tried to struggle to little effect. Michelle turned the massage up another setting. Mandy screamed into the gag no sound came out. Michelle turned the massage up to its highest setting Mandy felt as if her stomach was a washing machine her insides were spinning. Mandy panicked and thrashed around for all she was worth which had very little effect. 

Michelle adjusted a setting on the remote. The restraint loosened a little. Not enough to allow Mandy to her release herself or enough to give her freedom but enough to show her struggles. Suddenly Mandy found some slack she could move her head a little she could pull her arms a few inches in either direction her legs were only in a lose lotus position. Michelle watched her patient struggle like a maniac for several minutes then made some notes on the clip board then she activated the remote again. All of the restraints tightened again as they had been before allowing no room for Mandy to thrash around. But the nurse did not switch off the auto massager function. “See you tomorrow morning ” Michelle knelt down and blew Mandy a kiss then walked out of the room and closed the door.

After 2 hours Mandy was furious angry she would do all sorts of things to the nurse when she got out of the restraint. After 4 hours Mandy was terrified what if the nurse never came back what if she was just left in this state for the full month long trial. Finally the nurse came back and switched off the massage setting and allowed her to relieve her self of the enema. At this point Mandy would be willing even eager do to anything if it meant she didn’t end up in that situation again. An exhausted Mandy was finally allowed to sleep.

The next morning Senior nurse Michelle entered Mandy’s padded room she had different settings on the remote to play with. First she decided to wake Mandy up. Mandy was having a pleasant dream she was standing in her living room listening to some music then she felt a shock behind her like a taser. In the dream the carpet rose up and covered Mandy the was contorted into a tight ball. Then she woke up to realise where she was. 

Michelle smiled she took the remote and deactivated the gag, turning it from a solid mass into an open O shape. Michelle then activated the electrode in the butt plug again Mandy quickly gave a high pitched Yelp from the sensation. Michelle set the output higher and activated the plug again, Mandy made another yelp. Michelle set the plug to the next highest setting and activated it again. Mandy yelped again at a far higher pitch. Michelle stroked the remote then activated a different setting there were electric jots to both of Mandy’s nipples Mandy yelped again a hint of arousal in her voice. Michelle changed the location settings on the remote. The restraint shocked poor Mandy on the clitoris it was very pain full her voice rose an octave. 

Michelle activated another setting on the jacket. Mandy felt her breasts being massaged ,with the sensation she let out a groan of pleasure. Michelle activated a massaged function over Mandy’s clitoris she began to purr. Michelle switched off the Brest and vaginal stimulation and activated the butt plug. Mandy felt the invader vibrating despite her self she was getting turned on. letting out another moan of pleasure from between her lips. Michelle was very careful she played Mandy like an instrument slowly building her up teasing her stimulation at different intensities and at different places completely at random. 

After a while Mandy was on the point of orgasm she could feel it coming, her body was ready then the stimulation changed. Michelle stopped using the pleasant stimulants and began to use the punishment electro shock functions. Mandy was taken back from the brink of orgasm. Then Michelle began to use a mixture of punishments and stimulations. Mandy found that after a while the pain was turning her on as much as the pleasure, bit by bit she felt herself coming towards an orgasm. Michelle detected the build up too. She Activated the gag and switched all the stimulants and punishments off at the same time. Mandy screamed into her gag with the most intense orgasm she had ever felt. Her body quivered in its restraints and she came again and again and again finally blacking out. Michelle checked the circulation of her test subject then wrote down several pages of notes then left the patient to sleep.

Michelle walked back into padded room and closed the door behind her. Not that the patient could do any thing about it. Michelle looked at Mandy “rise and shine time for the real work to start ”. Mandy herd the noise and tried to move. Michelle looked at the controller “Lets have something more traditional” she commented. 

Michelle pressed a couple of the buttons on the remote. The jacket released Mandy’s arms and legs. She unfolded like a puppet with its strings cut. Mandy was still mute blind and covered by the jacket. The restraint reconfigured changed and moved. Mandy tried to get up she lent against one wall. Mandy  was trying to hold her hands at her sides to feel the wall , but straps sprouted from the ends of the sleeves and wrapped behind her. The straps shortened, Mandy’s arms crept into a hug. The straps pulled till Mandy’s arms were firmly in place, crossed over below her breasts. The restraint had tightened considerably around the woman, clinging to her narrow waist. Compared to everything else it was a relatively comfortable position. Her arms were pulled tighter around her waist. The material tightened over her stomach and her hips. A strap wrapped itself around the officer's arms where they crossed just below her breasts. everything seemed to get a fraction tighter. Mandy’s arms seemed to pull tighter, pulled to her sides. But her legs were free. “Don’t try anything ” Mandy stood there helplessly. having the use of her legs and not being locked in a tight ball tie was marvellous. The jacket lived up to its promises it kept her muscles in condition she didn’t have cramps or circulation problems. Michelle took some notes.

Michelle activated the remote control the fabric around Mandy’s legs changed, she felt her legs pulled together the fabric wrapped them into a single column from ankle to waist. A drum tight hobble skirt formed from ankle to waist it showed off every sexy curve Mandy possessed. She had petite feet and ankles a round bubble butt. Michelle made Mandy walk backwards and forwards in the skirt admiring her wiggling ass. As Mandy walked round the room the tight crotch strap made itself felt with each step. She was stimulated after crossing the room several times, she was soon panting. After the exertion Michelle stopped her and had a good feel of Mandy’s legs and ass. 

Michelle left the room of a minute, shutting the door behind her. Before Mandy could imagine every horrible device the nurse could return with the nurse returned. She had with a pair of four inch strap on killer heels. With a little encouragement Mandy was wearing the heels. They were too tight and too high, she was blind and on a padded floor she fell over. Michelle help Mandy up again and gave her a little more encouragement. Mandy repeated the previous exorcise again but much more slowly, with the high heels on. Michelle again examined Mandy again touching every inch of her encased legs and ass having a good feel of the helpless woman. The heels combined with the tight skirt sculpted her legs and ass to a point of sexy perfection, that was making it hard for Michelle to concentrate. Soon she helped Mandy sit down and started writing more notes.

Michelle activated the remote again and Freed Mandy’s legs from the tight hobble skirt. Mandy’s legs spread wide she braced herself getting a better balance on the padded floor. Michelle smiled then activated the remote again. Straps moved every where , Mandy’s legs were pulled together. Leg to ankle restraints formed giving Mandy limited leg room; tight bands around the tops of her thighs at mid thigh, above and below her knees, at her calf’s and around her ankles. They were so tight the flesh bulged on either side of the straps, leaving her legs with only a maximum of a 3 1/2 inch hobble. Her feet had been secured onto the Heels with straps running under the arch of the foot. Mandy could barely move her legs. Michelle forced Mandy to circle the room, she had the poor woman moving while tightly restrained wiggling with every step. After 15 minutes Mandy was exhausted and panting. Michelle mealy made her walk faster. Finally when a panting Mandy collapsed Michelle let her rest and took down more notes.

Michelle activated the remote again retracting all the straps restraining the patients legs. Mandy was able to get up again she was adapting to the high heels and the thick padded floor. Michelle smiled as Mandy was fully up she quickly pressed another button on the remote. Straps emerged from just above Mandy’s ass they snaked down and wrapped around her ankles. Many other straps uncurled and waited. The two straps slowly began to retract Mandy fought against them Mandy was slowly forced into a crouching position, adding extra stress to her legs and making her muscles  shake. Mandy felt balancing all that much harder. The straps continued to shorten from her thighs to her ankles, drawing her ankles up to her thighs, welding her legs together in a squatting position. Mandy stumbled forward and fell on her knees. Straps looped round the heels on the shoes and pulled them back. Mandy felt more straps wrap round her legs, She was now locked in a kneeling position. Fabric wrapped round her legs. Then very slowly starting at the top of her  thighs thick straps wrapped round her doubled over legs, the flesh around the straps bulged with the pressure. It took some time to complete but they were very thought and very tight there was no chance Mandy was getting up from this secure position. 

Michelle began to adjust the remote, slowly the crotch strap got tighter and the butt plug began to vibrate. Mandy slowly succumbed to the sensation she was getting hornier and hornier. Mandy bit down on her gag as much as she was able. She was suddenly very glad that the gag was there it stopped her from humiliating her self, by begging the senior nurse Michelle for release. At that point she would have done anything. 

Michelle adjusted the remote she carefully tucked it into her cleavage. Then she put down the clip board she then began to examine Mandy in close detail. Mandy was begging for release, but Michelle wouldn’t touch her any where that could stimulate her. After a few minutes Michelle stood up again took out the remote and deactivated the stimulation. Michelle pushed the remote back into its comfortable home and picked up the clip board Michelle spent several minutes reviewing her records and writing a few more pages of notes. Mandy slowly cooled down without the stimulation. Michelle used the remote to deactivate the harsh leg restraints. Then she massaged life back into Mandy’s legs, then helped her to stand up and got her walking with a slap on her cute little ass. After 5 minutes Michelle put her hands on Mandy’s shoulders and gently forced her to a sitting position. 

Michelle got out the remote, switched through several options until she found the one she wanted then activated it. Straps rose from behind Mandy’s shoulders. The straps  uncoiled then snaked out. They moved with a mind of there own, each strap had its own micro cpu. Then the straps found there home, there were two of them one snaked down towards Mandy’s right leg the other one snaked down towards her left leg. The straps wrapped round her ankle several times, then under the heel of the shoes then around her ankle a final time then locked tight. Slowly the straps began to tighten. Mandy tried to hold her legs away from her body but with an irresistible force the straps continued to shorten. The strap holding Mandy’s right leg accelerated. Her ankle was at her waist then at her stomach Mandy had to bend her leg out at an angle to accommodate the direction of the strap. It kept shortening slowly inch by inch her leg was brought up to her shoulder her ankle was pulled and persuaded until came over her shoulder. Then her foot was firmly trapped behind her neck. 

This position was going to be much worse than the lotus fold she had  been subjected to earlier. Mandy’s left leg quickly followed suite, she rolled onto her back. Very quickly she found her sexy little body contorted into a helpless position. Her arms tightly straight jacketed with her legs contorted her ankles crossed behind her neck. Mandy was a sexy little package now unable to move anything in that position Michelle took pains to check her every helpless curve and then spent a few more minutes writing notes on her clip board.

Michelle leaned over close to Mandy putting her lips next to hers. “You make such a pretty parcel like that, especially with those heels.” Michelle reached down and patted Mandy’s ass. “Such a fine ass deserves a spanking“. Michelle knelt down got in a good position and applied some percussive therapy to Mandy’s round ass. Soon Mandy was well spanked, she was finding the vulnerable position and the discipline was turning her on. Michelle stopped the spanking but continued to play with Mandy in help less position. Michelle played with Mandy’s breasts and nipples through the fabric . She activated the plug with the remote at a low level hum. Mandy’s ass cheeks clenched round the plug and her thighs quivered in anticipation. Even her breasts began to shudder. Her breathing became laboured and irregular she was so close to coming, then Michelle withdrew her hands, only the plugs vibration remained. It was enough to keep her stimulated but she wasn’t going to find release from it. Michelle leaned close to Mandy “Sleep time again”. Mandy felt that leaving her this way unable to get satisfaction was on some level even worse than the night she was left alone in the dark folded into a tight little pretzel, eventually she dozed off into sleep.

Time passed and the nurse returned to Mandy’s room. Michelle pressed the remote Mandy was jerked out of sleep, one moment her legs were wrapped round her in a tight tie the next they were free. Mandy was like a doll with its strings cut he legs released and returning to there normal position. But the next second Michelle activated the remote control again the fabric around Mandy’s legs moved fast changing. Mandy felt a familiar sensation. she felt her legs pulled together the fabric wrapped them into a single column from ankle to waist. This time it was beyond drum tight, it was a skin tight hobble skirt formed from ankle to waist. It showed off every sexy curve Mandy possessed from her killer heels to her round bubble butt, every curve was tighter and more defined. This setting was designed for security with no movement. 

Michelle looked at her patient “we need to try a few options out, straight jackets are fine but sometimes you need the arms out of the way”. Michelle pressed the remote suddenly Mandy experienced a strange sensation her hands were free. Her arms unfolded from the tight straight jacket hug. Mandy revelled in the relative freedom she knew it would be all to short. Mandy felt her hands through the material then she felt her face the gag and hood. Mandy’s hands trailed down her sides over her chest and stomach she felt the tightness of the hobble skirt. Mandy tried to relive a bit of her frustration but as her hands tried to achieve some form of stimulation Michelle activated the remote again.

Smaller Straps streaked from behind Mandy’s body the cords wrapped round her wrists and firmly pull Mandy’s arms behind her back. Michelle was standing next to Mandy she now swung Mandy round so that she could see what was happening to her patients arms. Mandy’s arms were drawn together till the palms met, but the process didn't stop till it had drawn her elbows back to meet inside a viscously tight fabric arm binder. Mandy’s arms clamped behind back, caused even louder squeals of protest. As  well as showing the working of the restraint it gave Michelle a wonderful view of Mandy’s firm round quivering derrière. The hobble skirt allowed her to struggle without going any where. The arm binder continued to tighten over Mandy’s arms. The armbinder was drum tight then starting at the top and moving down it became skin tight. Then the arm binder got even tighter Mandy couldn’t believe it but it was still getting tighter her fingers were pressed together her palms pressed into each other then her for arms her elbows met and it felt as if her arms were being pulled out of there sockets. Very thin straps moved under the binder winding around her thumbs and fingers at each joint. Straps Moved over the top and finished the arm binder wrapping around her shoulders wrists above and below her elbows. Mandy would have fallen over if she hadn’t been supported by Michelle.

Michelle’s breath was taken away, the garment sculpted every curve Mandy had. The armbinder caused her chest to thrust out exaggerating her breasts. Michelle could see Mandy’s nipples against the fabric they were hard standing out like two bullets. Michelle couldn’t resist it she bent down and took Mandy’s nipple in her mouth using her tong and lips to stimulate the captive patient. Mandy soon forgot about the pain in her arms she was only interested in the sensation being applied to her nipples slowly she began to gyrate then Michelle slowly lowered her to the ground. Michelle continued to torment her helpless patient. But before Mandy could get some release Michelle  left her helplessly writhing on the floor without any stimulation. Michelle activated the butt plug on a low power vibration setting then stood back with her clipboard watching taking more notes.

After a few more minutes Michelle put down the clipboard and got out the remote. “Its time for you to get some sleep but we need you nice and secure”. Michelle taped the remote a few more times. A thin strap extended from the arm binder it moved back and forth until it located Mandy’s ankles. The strap wrapped around Mandy’s ankles in a figure of eight then under the arches of her feet round her heels then stopped. Mandy felt the strap and tried to pull away. She wasn’t going any where the strap slowly got tighter and tighter pulling Mandy’s ankles closer to the tip of the arm binder. Inch by inch Mandy was forced into a merciless hogtie. Soon she could barely struggle when the tip of the armbinder met her ankles the bindings stopped getting tighter. Michelle examined Mandy she rolled her over a few times played with her but left her with the plug vibrating away.  Michelle left her patient on the padded floor and returned to her other duties.

Mandy must have slept because one moment she was asleep the next she herd the dull click of a remote. The next second her arms were becoming lose the armbinder unravelled and the arms of the suite returned to a fairly normal setting. Mandy flopped lifelessly to the floor. The tight hobble skirt remained ,wary of the last glimpse of freedom she didn’t try to release her pent up frustration. The plug had finally turned off. Mandy rolled over onto her back and wiggled her way to a wall. Michelle after enjoying the show finally helped Mandy up off the floor. Michelle spun Mandy round she spoke to Mandy “if you can stop the jacket putting you in this position I will let you go” and activated another button on the remote it was a slow setting. Michelle stepped back and enjoyed the view. 

Straps wrapped round each of Mandy’s wrists firmly. two loops formed on the side of the jacket. The straps guided Mandy’s arms past each other behind her back instead of in front. Michelle left Mandy relatively free to struggle. Mandy struggled against the jacket. She pressed her body against the wall for leverage. Mandy could feel the canvass padding on the wall through the fabric against her ass cheeks. The jacket squeezed her as she fought. Over the next several minutes, or an eternity in Mandy’s head the jacket took its time to guide each of the sleeve ends through the reinforced loop on the side of the straitjacket. This pinned Mandy’s arms to her sides , preventing her arms from moving up or down. When her wrists were this far in, Michelle leaned into Mandy’s face practically right next to Mandy’s ear with her chin over her shoulder. Straps from the tips of both sleeves extended and met wrapping around each other.

Michelle turned Mandy round to have a good look at her front. At Mandy’s shoulders, her arms seemed to be completely gone behind her. The only thing Michelle could see from her position other than tightly clinched breasts was the tip of two sleeves. The outlines of hands inside them coming around Mandy’s waist. Two straps meet together in front at about a foot or less from each other they slowly contracted. Michelle put a  on hand on Mandy’s shoulder to steady her. The strap, worked itself up and down repeatedly as Mandy pulled against its slow progress. The material creaked straining, each second Mandy’s fingertips moved slightly closer together towards each other in front. Mandy could feel she had no hope of escape against the merciless jacket.

The jacket appeared to have removed any and all slack. With a strap pinned across Mandy’s belly. Michelle was able to put a fingertip between the strap and Mandy’s abdomen. Michelle grinned " tighter?" she smiled. Michelle hit the remote. Again the strap pulled tighter shortening the strap, Mandy still had a little struggle in her moving her hands up and down trying to find some grip to stop the strap shortening. The jacket pulled her limbs taut Mandy’s elbows were almost touching crossed one another behind her. The ends of the sleeves were but inches away from each other . Michelle smiled satisfied. She took the clipboard and began to make more notes.

Michelle satisfied with the current test activated a couple of buttons. Mandy was released from the reveres hug also her legs were freed from the hobble skirt. Mandy collapsed leaning against one wall. It was good to have some movement again. Though Mandy suspected something worse was soon on its way the only reason Michelle would release Mandy’s arms and legs was because she had determined a different way to restrain them.

Michelle smiled and activated four buttons on the remote. A strap shot out from behind Mandy’s left shoulder, it wrapped round her right wrist and pulled the arm back on its self folding the limb over. A second strap shot out from behind Mandy’s right shoulder it wrapped round Mandy’s left wrist and pulled her left arm back on its self. From behind Mandy’s left hip a strap extended it wrapped round her right ankle . From behind Mandy’s right hip a strap extended it wrapped round her left ankle. The straps attached to her ankles began to shorten. Soon Mandy found herself on her knees then she was resting on her elbows and knees all four of her limbs were tightly doubled over.

Straps looped under the arches of both Mandy’s feet and tightened holding them secure. Mittens formed over Mandy’s hands and pulled them back out of the way, her fingers securely restrained. Slowly Fabric sheaths wrapped round Mandy’s doubled up limbs. The fabric became secure then it tightened removing all slack erasing the gap between Mandy’s limbs. The fabric got tighter it was stretched tight as a drum, then skin tight then something more. Mandy was now in a humiliating position on all fours she wasn’t going to get up any time soon. But the restraint was still tightening. 

Straps emerged at the top of her doubled up limbs. they very slowly started at the top of her thighs and shoulders. the thick straps wrapped round her doubled over limbs slowly coil by coil, the flesh around the straps bulged with the pressure. It took some considerable time to complete one pass then the straps tightened again from top to bottom then a third pass. Mandy couldn’t struggle very effectively her elbows and knees sank into the padding she didn’t want to fall over in case it gave Michelle an incentive to do something else to her. they were very thought and very tight it looked like Mandy had stumps rather than limbs, in this position she was very helpless. 

Michelle pushed a button on the remote, a wide strap wrapped round Mandy’s neck forming a high posture collar. The collar was stiff and tight it forced Mandy to arch her neck back looking up. A small ring hung down from the collar. Michelle altered the setting on the remote and reconfigured the gag turning it from a solid mass into a large open O shape. The gag was now a large ring gag, it still prevented Mandy from forming an intelligent word. But she could now breathe more easily, there was probably a reason that wasn’t a good thing. But it was a mystery to her for the moment. Michelle wasn’t quite happy with the ring gag after a few clicks it got wider stretching Mandy’s jaw further. Mandy was drooling all over the floor but couldn’t stop her self. 

Michelle took a few more notes on her clipboard then left the room for a minute. she returned with a dog leash. Michelle spoke to Mandy while she fitted the leash to the loop on the posture collar. “This configuration is designed to give a disruptive patient a bit of exercise , with the jacket that’s not necessary for the body but it helps the mind more to do something active, I will give you a little test if you pass you get a good nights sleep if you fail you don’t ”.

Michelle stood by the door to the cell she clicked on the remote Mandy’s eyes were uncovered. Mandy was just getting used to her new perspective when Michelle tugged on the leash. Michelle opened the door and dragged Mandy out of the room by the collar. Mandy felt herself having difficulty adjusting, she had to balance on her knees and elbows thankfully all the heavy strapping supported and cushioned her limbs in that regard. It took Mandy about five minutes to get into a slow shuffling rhyme. Slowly Michelle picked up the pace.

At first Mandy could only think about herself then she started to notice the corridors around her. The floor was made of a thick latex it looked like it had been polished to an inch of its life. The walls were white coated with a thick washable silk vinyl. The asylum was well maintained, a crew of cleaners scrubbed every inch of the place not a hint of dirt or a single coffee stain anywhere. The place was regularly maintained not a single bulb was out in any light fitting not a single lose screw or anything, the place must have its own maintenance staff. Mandy caught a glimpse of them out of the corner of her eye. Three men all in white painters overalls a little man with glasses a thin beardy man and a spaced out chap in his late 30’s with long hair. They had ladders and brushes they painted the place from one end to the other in the course of a year they striped every inch of paint from sunny view asylum and put a fresh coat on.

Mandy could hear a terrible noise as she was pulled round a corner it was a floor buffer a south American cleaner in a blue uniform pushed the machine up and down the corridor. The man nodded and moved to one side to allow Michelle and Mandy to pass. 

Michelle came to a set of stairs, Mandy was terrified she would never make them. Then Michelle turned round and came to a lift. It was operated by a special key and a code. Mandy was relived she sighed and eagerly backed into a corner of the lift, it was better than walking. The inside of the lift actually appeared to be padded the lights at the top were cadged . At the asylum they anticipated problems and dealt with them before they could occur.

The lift doors opened, they were in a completely different part of the building Michelle dragged Mandy forwards. Mandy noted the light green corridors. Mandy’s vision began to focus on Michelle’s heels then it moved up her calf’s and thighs to Michelle’s wiggling ass. Mandy found herself becoming wet, not just from the friction of moving in the restraint. Mandy when through several corridors staring at Michelle’s wiggling ass then she had to do a double take looking at a sight in the corridor. Mandy slowed down but was pulled along by the collar after stopping for a second. 

There was a wheel chair to one side of the corridor, with a patient in the chair. The chair seemed to be made completely out of nylon straps stretched over a metal frame. the patient had been cocooned in straps attached to the chair. There were stray hints of blond hair and a rather large pair of breasts bulging out from under straps but every other feature was wrapped in tight nylon straps. The blond was attached to the frame in a sitting position her arms and legs bent at 90 degrees. 

Nylon straps held her ankles to the foot rests on the chair. Straps wrapped round her feet and toes her knees were spread more strapping covering tightly from her ankles to knees. Heavier strapping welded her thighs to the chair. She may have been wearing underwear but there was no way to tell someone had started with one crotch strap and not stopped till a dozen coved the poor woman’s pubic area. Her torso was covered in straps her breasts bulged out. Someone had attempted to strap them down but hear and there a bit of flesh bulged out. Her individual fingers had been strapped down the tips of a few of her nails could be seen. She probably had a neck brace under the strap from the uniform pattern of straps wrapped round her neck. She had something very large in her mouth with a wide nylon strap acting as a cleave gag, the very edge of stretched red lips could be seen.

Michelle gave the leash a good tug Mandy’s quickly scurried behind the senior nurse. 
Not twenty feet down the same corridor Mandy saw another unfortunate patient. The woman was trapped in a rigid metal frame. She had sandy blond hair divided into two pigtails. The frame was V shaped starting with a hinged metal collar round the woman’s neck. It was secure but not tight, the woman’s hands were held helplessly next to her chest. Her wrists were held a few inches from the neck collar. With her folded arms covering her breasts. Her legs were bent with her knees just below her wrists. Her ankles were trapped in hoops at the ends of the frame keeping the woman locked in a tight ball position her legs slightly spread. On closer inspection there were steel loops under the arches of her feet and a steel rod under her knees preventing her from having any movement in her legs. Someone had put her there and she wasn’t going any where unless they chose to let her go. A pair of frightened blue eyes met Mandy’s. The woman had rubber mittens over her hands and a large gag that looked like a pacifier jammed into her mouth she wore a rubber diaper. Michelle stopped and spoke to the blond captive “now Kimmy you did sign an employment contract. in the small print if you break hospital property you automatically volunteer to try new experimental therapies and restraints“. Kimmy made a muffled protest. Michelle smiled “well technically I broke the hospital property, but that jaw breaker gag was not meant to be a toy, you had to try it on. Then we had to cut it to pieces to get it out ”. Kimmy glared daggers at Michelle “ok I dared you to try it on and I gave you the extra extra large rather than the extra small, but in the end of the day life isn’t fair”.


Michelle pulled Mandy further along the corridor. Mandy noticed something strange up ahead. There was a box on a trolley the box was clear Perspex the sides were reinforced with steel bars and there were small breathing holes. There appeared to be a lock on one panel, a very solid lock. A thin woman was folded up in the box. It was not a large box and the manner the woman was folded would not have been comfortable at all. She wore a plain pair of white panties and a bra. Her toes were touching the back wall of the box while her knees were touching the front of the box, her knees were spread as widely as they would go. There was little room to manoeuvre, the woman had been folded back on herself. Her hips rose to touch the top of the box. 

The woman’s spine must have been as flexible as rubber, she must have been a contortionist of a ballet dancer or something similar. The woman’s spine was bent in a U shape. Her tummy was very taunt not quite touching where the back wall met the top of the box. There was a hint the outline of the woman’s ribs showed. Her breasts were pushed to the floor of the box about parallel with her ankles her shoulders were between her knees. Her arms were wrapped round her thighs in front of her. The curve of her ass could just be seen going into the fold. Mandy could not see her head from that position. The woman was in a tight triple fold, the box keeping her in that position. Mandy thought that displeasing the nurses hear would be a very bad thing, Mandy was pulled past the box and got a better look. 

The patient in the box was a red head with short cropped hair. She had a very substantial gag crammed in her mouth and a blind fold consisting of two pads on a very tight strap. She had mittens over her hands joined by a strap. There were various redundant fastenings helping to enforce her position. zip ties had been put though the breathing holes and used to secure her further. Round her big toes round her knees around her waist elbows and wrists. She wasn’t going any where.

Mandy was finally lead to her ultimate destination. Michelle unlocked a door with a key code, then took a little effort to get the old stiff door open. Inside was a bathroom and shower room that looked a little disused. It seemed to have been partial demoted to a store room. Mandy was gently ushered inside by a prod from Michelle’s toe. A heavy door was shut behind Mandy.

Michelle bend down and kissed Mandy thought the ring gag at first Mandy tried to pull away but the two of them locked lips and tongues trying to devour each other. Mandy switched direction pushing forwards rather than moving away. Michelle got up. “if you can make use of your tongue and give me a good servicing you get a good nights sleep a gentle position if you don’t” Michelle left it unsaid. Michelle removed her belt her tight skirt and her panties leaving herself in heels and suspenders. Michelle sat on a box with her legs spread wide she tugged the leash and Mandy moved forwards.

Mandy acted with a lot of enthusiasm considering the encouragement. She had never orally serviced a woman before but she had, had boyfriends that had done that to her and she tried to emulate what they had done within the restrictions of the suite leash and ring gag. Michelle found her self enjoying the results but it was taking so long. Soon Michelle began to moan she didn’t want the other staff or patients to hear, other places were sound proof but not so remote. Michelle picked up her own panties and stuffed them in her mouth. They were not enough to silence her moaning. She took a large bundle of cotton wool and wedged it between her teeth. Still Michelle could hear her own moans.  Michelle took More cotton wool and stuffed it in her mouth her cheeks wer bulging. Michelle took a gauze roll and wrapped it round her mouth giving herself a tight cleave gag pushing the bundles of cotton in deep, it still wasn’t enough. Michelle picked up a heavy panel gag then used more cotton wool to fill the gap the cleave had created then applied the panel gag, quite reluctantly to herself. She strapped the gag home pulling both straps to there limit finally muting her own moaning.

Michelle came and would have screamed the place down if not for the self applied gag. Michelle came to her senses and fumbled with the gag it took her several tries to get the panel gag straps undone, she panicked for just a second. Then Michelle had the gag off she cut the gauze wrap and spat out the bundle of cloth and cotton. Michelle turned to Mandy “very good for a first try but you took too long so its punishment time”. Michelle put her skirt and belt back on, she had to wiggle a lot to get the tight skirt on.

Michelle lead Mandy over to a frame , pulling Mandy with the leash on the collar. Mandy was reluctant to receive her fait. The frame was like a box with the top and one side missing. Mandy’s head fitted through a hole on one side and was clamped in place. Michelle reconfigured the gag to a kind of extreme pump gag. Michelle took eight heavy rubber straps from a nearby box and used them to secure Mandy to the frame, each strap was long so two turns went round Mandy’s limbs before they were locked to the supports. Two straps on each limb securing them to an upright metal support one at shoulder or hip height the second mid way to the folded limb joint. Michelle connected a tube from an enema bag, 8 pints of caster oil to the butt plug. Michelle activated the flow and left the butt plug on vibrate. Michelle got her clipboard took five minutes taking notes then turned of the lights and left Mandy alone.

Mandy was getting very horny but she was fixed in a rigid position and could do nothing about it. Slowly she began to experience the sensation of her stomach slowly expanding at first it was nothing then it became irritating it built to be come uncomfortable then very uncomfortable, finally when Mandy thought she couldn’t take any more she had all 8 pints inside her. Eventually Mandy drifted of to sleep from exhaustion.

Michelle woke Mandy up from her sleep by activating the shock function on her nipples. Mandy eagerly expected Michelle to allow her to release the caster oil. But she wasn’t that lucky. Michelle un-strapped Mandy from the frame then activated the blind fold and lead Mandy back to her room. Blindfolded and full of castor oil Mandy was humiliated as she had to crawl on hands and knees back to her own room through the corridors of the asylum. Because of the blind fold and the caster oil Mandy made a much slower progress taking three times as long on the return trip.

Finally back in her room Michelle turned off the vibrating plug allowed the caster oil to be expelled and released Mandy from the folded limb configuration, to a non restraint setting apart from blindfold and gag. Michelle made more notes as Mandy gently stretched her abused limbs

Michelle put down the clip board and smiled she produced the remote and started adjusting the settings. Mandy felt butterflies in her stomach she herd the scratching of pen on paper cease and knew that some new round of restraint was about to begin. Michelle finished adjusting the remote she hit the start button and the restraint ran the next program. 

Mandy felt the suite tighten all over her body defining ever curve of her round ass and large breasts. A simple strip of fabric pulled her ankles together. A second simple strip of fabric pulled her hands to her sides. The restraint tightened some more it was gathering the fabric material together at the back of the garment. Then the restraint moved, A tight sheath of fabric enveloped the poor patient. From just below her nose to just above her ankles a sheet of fabric wrapped around Mandy. It was like being rolled tightly in a sheet except this sheet continued to get tighter. Mandy’s arms were firmly clamped to her side, her palms outspread attached to her hips. Mandy’s legs were pushed tightly together it was as tight as the hobble skirt. Mandy began to squirm as the fabric continues to tighten. The patients arms were pulled tightly into her sides her chest was compressed her waist pulled in her legs welded together. Finally the material stopped tightening Mandy let out a sigh of relief it was nowhere as bad as some of the other configurations.

Then the restraint sprang to life again, the cat suit layer next to her skin became markedly tighter, the 1st wrap also got tighter. A 2nd bundle of fabric formed to add another layer of restraint. The second layer applied itself tightly over the first. Michelle looked at Mandy and smirked. With the first layer of wrapping she could see some of Mandy’s facial features , with the second her mouth may as well not have existed from the external view that was presented. Both wraps left Mandy’s neck alone to allow her to breath. 

After the first wrap Mandy’s arms were visible at least there outline after the second wrap they seemed to disappear with just a vague hint of there outline. Mandy’s breasts were considerably compressed by the first wrap but the second had a far more dramatic effect her chest looked somewhat like a pair of marshmallows in a vice. The wrapping
Was very tight. After the first wrapping Mandy had a well defined waist after the second it was really tight like a wasp waist. After the first layer Mandy’s Hips had the outline of her crotch after the second layer they were a smooth sheet. Mandy’s legs lost definition with the layers of fabric. Overall Mandy was really truly helpless with very little movement.

However the restraint was nowhere near finished. A large wide strap started at Mandy’s neck wrapped round her throat quit tightly. Then it started really squeezing when it was past her airways when it reached her shoulders. It was like a bower constrictor slowly wrapping its prey in coil after coil. Mandy did not like the sensation she began to panic and thrash. The compression of the broad tight strap was far in advance of anything the fabric on its own could achieve. The flesh around the straps bulged with the pressure as it wrapped poor Mandy. Michelle smiled and watched as Mandy slowly lost her futile battle with the restraint.

Mandy’s arms were pulled into her sides so tight that they disappeared for all intense and purposes, from the outside she looked armless. The strap worked its way down Mandy’s body. her breasts were compressed to nothing. Mandy’s waist was pulled in her crotch and legs were so tightly bound she couldn’t believe it. In the end She looked like a helpless worm, wrapped in the ridiculously tight restraint.

Michelle set the butt plug to the maximum vibrate setting. It had an immediate effect on Mandy she began to writhe and squirm against the super tight restraints. Michelle pushed the remote into her cleavage and then got down on her hands and knees, she prowled towards her helpless captive then jumped her. Michelle straddled Mandy wrapping her legs around Mandy’s hips then clapping tightly on. Michelle worked her self up sliding up and down as Mandy squirmed around. Michelle took out the remote and turned Mandy’s gag into a ring gag. The two of them shared a passionate kiss them Michelle reached orgasm. Michelle turned of the ring gag then straightened out her uniform, she took some more notes. Then Michelle turned off the vibrate setting and released the restrained Mandy. Mandy collapsed panting thankful to be free from the tight binding.

Michelle set the restraint to a default cat suite with gag and blindfold Mandy filled with dread and fear wondered what would come next . Michelle pressed a new button on the remote. Mandy felt her hands pulled behind her a strap wrapped round her wrists and pulled them together behind her. Then the strap swung strait up Mandy felt the strap wrap round a eye bolt in the ceiling and the tension increased her arms were pulled up behind her. Michelle adjusted the restraint Mandy’s arms were pulled further up to the point where she had to balanced on her toes to keep the tension off her arms. Michelle quickly sore to that a strap moved from Mandy’s right ankle to her left then shortened to force her feet to only 8 inches apart.

Michelle activated more features on the remote. straps emerged from the restraint at shoulder level. The straps then sort out two other eye bolts in the room, they tightened taking weight of poor Mandy’s wrists and giving her more support. Mandy felt another strap form on the binding between her ankles, it moved with a mind of its own and latched on to another eye bolt in the ceiling. The strap from her ankles got shorter and shorter. Soon Mandy’s feet were pulled out from under her she quickly ended up in a position where her legs were practically doubled over. She was pulled forwards into a horizontal position supported at ankle wrist and shoulder.

Michele worked the remote, a strap moved down from Mandy’s waist to the floor. The strap moved into an indentation and secured itself to an unseen mounting. anchoring her middle in position. Michelle adjusted the straps Mandy felt her legs raise to the point where her feet were well above her back. She was starting to become restrained in a tight suspension hog tie. Michelle adjusted the restraint some more, from Mandy’s knees more straps emerged they found hidden anchor points and applied pressure spreading Mandy’s thighs open. Mandy muffled protests turned to moans of pleasure as Michelle set the plug to a vibrate. Michelle used the remote to tighten the configuration so that Mandy’s toes were pointing towards her shoulder blades . 

Michelle smiled, she wasn’t any where near finished yet. Mandy was locked  in a reverse loop her shoulders wrenched backwards towards her legs. Michelle adjusted Mandy’s position further increasing the arch in her back getting her ankles close to the back of her neck by shortening the corresponding straps. Michelle took a few more notes grinned then increased the pressure on the restraint shortening the straps further. Mandy felt like she was being folded in half she began to imagine what the girl in the box must have been feeling. 

Michelle used the remote to carefully adjust the straps on the restraint. Two new straps emerged from the ankles of the restraint and moved towards Mandy’s hooded head. The straps met in front of Mandy’s head her ankles were pulled until her heels were either side of her head in that final strenuous position Michelle decided to call it a night. From the back of her head to the back of her knees Mandy was curved in an arch 3 quarters of a circle her legs making a straight line. the tight contortion really emphasised her trim figure. The points of the heels looked like a pair of horns or antenna Michelle fancied. Michelle made some more notes wished Mandy a Good night then left.

Mandy woke to find her body lowering to the floor she was being released slowly from the merciless hog tie. Mandy was free except for a blind fold gag and plug. After the stress full position she had slept in she was now feeling much better. The dam restraint helped to prevent damage to limbs so she could take far tougher positions without any permanent damage. 

Michelle giggled Mandy went still and cold at the sound, it was never a good sound. There was an ominous and frightening click as Michelle activated another setting on the remote. Mandy felt her ass move the plug buried deep inside her began to expand. Mandy began to paw at her ass she couldn’t reach anything. Mandy began to squirm it didn’t help to relive the pressure. But Michelle liked to watch her patients squirm. Mandy was dancing about hoping up and down anything to relive the pressure. It wasn’t going anywhere the plug simply continued to expand. Mandy thrashed about whimpered into her gag anything to get some freedom from the expanding intruder. There was no escape Mandy bounced against the walls anything. Finally Mandy excepted the discomfort and quietly sat down. Michelle smiled Mandy had a set of restraints she could never break, they were now inside her head. Michelle turned off the pug setting it to its regular size. Mandy’s ass was sore from the expanding plug it was a nightmare but it didn’t matter any more Mandy had learned to accept any discomfort.

From the relative freedom of the eye less cat suite configuration the jacket changed. Straps loped from behind the jacket wrapped round Mandy’s wrists and crossed Mandy’s arms behind her at the top of her back in a hammer lock position. A new layer of fabric formed, it wrapped over Mandy’s torso from neck to waist the two sides of the  fabric met around behind her and fastened. up the sides hooks made out of straps looped together. There were laces made out of very thin straps. It was already very tight and constricting after the two halves had touched, but there was still a gap over most of Mandy’s back. 

Then the straps started pulling the laces at the back, the corset design was contracting, and contracting. Mandy was familiar with having her torso completely immobile but this was a different configuration altogether. Then lacing at the waist took over. As with previous configurations it became difficult to breathe, and then nigh-on impossible that was new. There was no room for Mandy’s breasts they were squashed together. Also the corset effect extended to a very high collar, Mandy was again a helpless doll. Thinking about it Mandy considered she was more like a shop manikin an armless blank torso. Almost like she never had any arms at all.
.
Michelle moved close to Mandy “today you go back to the police department doesn’t time fly didn’t you have fun”. Michelle left Mandy for a second or two then returned to the padded room with a box. Out of the box Michelle removed what looked like a police officers dress uniform with a few exceptions and modifications. First came a blue shirt except it had no holes for arms and it looked like Mandy was going to have to step into it .

The shirt had a crotch strap, Mandy with a guiding hand had to steep into the shirt then Michelle had to work it up her legs then over her ass then button it up at the front. In the end it looked like a tight pair of panties had been sown onto the bottom of the shirt to create a seamless garment. Next Michelle removed the high heels, at long last Mandy could wiggle her toes. Then came a pair of blue stockings to match the blue shirt. Next was a very tight knee length dark blue skirt Mandy felt her legs pulled together she would have a ridicules wiggle in her walk. Next came a pair of six and a half inch strap on shoes in the same dark blue, Mandy’s cute toes barely had a chance to stretch then they were back sealed away . The shoes were a size two small but Mandy couldn’t complain and would not have at this point anyway. 

A dark blue clip on tie the same colour as the skirt was attached to the shirt. It not only had a clip at the collar but a clip every three inches once in place it wasn’t going any where. Next Michelle added a dark blue jacket it looked like a standard police dress jacket except it had no arms it was also very snug Michelle added a tight black belt over the jacket at the waist. Next Mandy’s police badge was pinned to the lapel of the jacket. A police hat was planted on her head, a strap the same colour as the restraint suite was attached to the hat it went under Mandy’s chin keeping the hat in place. You could hardly see the strap. A pair of mirrored glasses were put over where Mandy’s eyes would bee they had special clips to attach to the strap that ran under her chin. Michelle got a good grip one hand on Mandy’s shoulder the other on her waist. Mandy was lead out of the padded cell. She looked less like a police officer and more like a manikin displaying a police officers uniform.

Mandy was lead down a series of corridors until she came to the reception of the sunny view asylum. She heard a pair of familiar voices. Officer Keily Smith and Davis Goldman were talking to each other. They were seated at the reception sipping coffee and chatting.The officers were going to take her back to the police station. It took Mandy a few seconds to realise that she was not about to be released - she was going to be transported as she was. Officer Keily Smith stood up put her coffee down and greeted Mandy. Nurse Michelle had officer Goldman sign a release form transferring Mandy, then she handed over the remote control. Officer Keily poked and prodded her restrained colleague satisfying her own curiosity while Davis finished all the formalities with the paper work.

Davis Goldman looked at Mandy, he scratched his chin then spoke. “just to be on the safe side we cant have you wandering, I guess we will have to cuff those ankles“. He produced a pair of heavy ankle cuffs and the tightly ratcheted them round Mandy’s thin ankles. the ankle cuffs looked like they could hold an elephant they had a three inch chain then they were double locked so they would not get any tighter. With the restraint enveloping her body and cuffs round her ankles and one police officer each side they marched officer Mandy chow back to a police cruiser. Senior nurse Michelle stood and waved her goodbye a wicked smile on her face “come back soon honey”.

When in the police cruiser they sat Mandy down then attached the ankle cuffs to a locking restraint bolt on the floor. A locking belt was pulled over Mandy’s waist two more crossed over her chest and a final strap was applied over her forehead. Wither she wanted it or not officer Mandy chow was coming along quietly to the police station to give a further demonstration of the restraint system To some more police officials. 




